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A foreign criminal organization has taken advantage of known 
vulnerabilities in network devices and online services comprising the 
global Internet of things. Violations of U.S. military operational security, 
breached network devices, and previously exposed personal information 
have enabled these nefarious actors to target individual members of a 
U.S. military unit deployed in support of U.N. peacekeeping operations. 
The distributed targeting of individual members of the unit has left 
the entire organization distracted from their military responsibilities. 
Subsequently, these attacks are enough to disrupt the entire unit’s ability 
to adequately defend their base against the criminal organization’s 
attacks. In other words, the deployed unit has suffered a death by a 
“1000 cuts.”
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The criminal elements were locked in
a battle for control of the cobalt 

mines. With regional governments too 
weak to respond, The United Nations 

committed more troops…

Chatter increased that the 
warlords planned an attack on 
U.S. installations…tensions and 

force posture were high…

Must be a
lot of cha�er… 

I’ve b�n here two 
years and I’ve never 

s�n it this
tense…

ANSWER ME! 
What happened 
with the 
mortgage?

I don’t know 
anything about 
it…makes no 
sense…what 
can I do????

Bank says auto 
payments not 
gone thru in 4 
months…saying 
foreclosure…
WHAT???!!!

The “Child Slave Miners” crisis reached 
international audiences when the warring 
factions attacked peacekeeping forces.

L�ks like we are
here for at least four 

more hours…they
n�d more people
on the southern 

entrance…

Hey…one sec…this 
is Julie…she’s b�n 
hi�ing me a� day… 

I n�d to…

Sure. Go 
ahead.



Yeah,
it’s pre�y

bad…we n�d
to get over 

there…

I’m just going to pop out and 
l�k at the bl�d work…it 
shouldn’t take more than a 
few minutes. This new thing

is rea�y fast…

Your
white bl�d ce� 

count is high…have 
you had any recent 
infections? what do 
you have going on 

today…I’� n�d you 
to run a few more 
tests…when are
you scheduled to 

deploy?

WAIT…what…what’s 
wrong…       call me 
are you OK?

This “Child Slave” 
deal is a me�…my 

wife can’t watch the 
news without 

crying…

Just finishing up 
with doc…
      should be 
home in 30 min.

We’re running out 
of time…      we still 
have to get the 
power of attorney 
thing done AND my 
ID card is about to 
expire…you need
to be there with 
me…

There’s a problem… 
something about 
white blood cell 
count…more tests…



Hello,
Ms. Garcia, this is 

Sunshine Villa Senior 
Living, we wanted to 

let you know that the 
automatic payments for 

your mother’s care 
have stopped going 

through.

What? But
the payments

were set up and 
working fine. it’s 

b�n fine for
the last two 

years…

…your mother’s 
care wi� continue 

but we do n�d 
this taken care 

of…

This is 
Garcia…

I know Ms. Garcia…
I thought it was o�… 

that’s why I ca�ed.
I know you are busy 

and out of the 
country right

now…

Hank…I 
go�a go 

take care of 
something. 
Cover for 
me…I’� be 

back

Yeah, he�o.
my name is Claudia Garcia

and I n�d to know why the 
automatic payments that have 

b�n going through for 
years on my a�ount are

now not…

I did not…
I haven’t touched 
that account for 

months….

Let me
l�k at the 

log…wait…huh?…this
is o� you came from 
multiple iP a�re�es 
that l�k….wait…can

I put you on
hold?

Hello 
this is…

Definitely….sure…let me 
l�k…MAJ Garcia…yeah I s� 

here that…yes everything 
should be fine and had b�n 

fine but wait…wait…you 
changed your routing 

number.

it l�ks like you modified the 
routing number on the 28th 

of last month…from a public 
computer…a� security 

questions answered 
co�ectly.

I would 
never…not

this a�ount 
from a public 
computer…



Hank…I 
go�a go 

take care of 
something. 
Cover for 
me…I’� be 

back

Yeah, he�o.
my name is Claudia Garcia

and I n�d to know why the 
automatic payments that have 

b�n going through for 
years on my a�ount are

now not…

I did not…
I haven’t touched 
that account for 

months….

Let me
l�k at the 

log…wait…huh?…this
is o� you came from 
multiple iP a�re�es 
that l�k….wait…can

I put you on
hold?

Hello 
this is…

Definitely….sure…let me 
l�k…MAJ Garcia…yeah I s� 

here that…yes everything 
should be fine and had b�n 

fine but wait…wait…you 
changed your routing 

number.

it l�ks like you modified the 
routing number on the 28th 

of last month…from a public 
computer…a� security 

questions answered 
co�ectly.

I would 
never…not

this a�ount 
from a public 
computer…



We n�d to talk about this…
if we don’t get the a�ounts 
switched over while you’re 

gone…you remember
what ha�ened last

time…

This is an
automated call

from Dr. Ly’s office 
regarding your last 
physical…please call 
or visit in the next 24 

hours to schedule
a follow up mri

test…

What does
that mean? An

MRi? That’s never 
ha�ened? What 

ha�ened?

I n�d
to go in 
and find 

out…

House, 
answer 
phone!

I don’t 
know…I 

don’t know 
what it 
means.



Thank you, 
sir…I can’t 
imagine…

What can 
I do to 
help?

What
do you 
n�d me 
to do?

Major…
you have a 
Red Cro� 
me�age.

What? I don’t 
understand… 
My kids are in 
protective 
services…

Doc, got 
the next 

one…

What can
I do…how do 

I get back 
home? Can 

you…



is that 
serious? 

That sounds 
serious…

I can’t deal 
with this right 

now…can 
you…

What am
I su�osed 

to do…



The first attack was the 
worst. Under manned and 
distracted, the gate was 
easily breached. A four 

hour gun battle 
followed…

Let’s s� if we can 
ramp up the activity 
in the southwest of 
the US. There’s more 

activity there…
let’s s� what 

ha�ens…

They breached the 
front gate. The defense 
forces are weaker than 
we origina�y thought.

it s�ms to be
working.



As the number of personal devices connected to the Internet of 

things proliferates throughout the world, it causes the amount 

of personal information contained in this network to grow 

exponentially. The adoption of mobile networked devices by the 

global population promises to provide users with ubiquitous and 

efficient access to an increasing number of convenient online 

services. These services will require individuals to expose more of 

their personal information across potentially vulnerable networks 

in the future.

As illustrated in this story, the rapid growth and use of the Internet 

of things not only exposes individual members of society to attacks 

by subversive actors or groups, but presents an existential threat 

to entire organizations. 

Could the U.S. military have prevented the attack presented in 

this scenario? If so, how? How do military organizations, as well 

as academic and commercial enterprises, implement policies, 

procedures, and technologies that educate their members and 

prevent these sorts of attacks in the near future? 
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